
 

Get ready for the BEST, most interesting math class!   
GEOMETRY RULES our lives and the world around us.  You 

are going to learn how to really think and justify your 
thinking!  You are going to get comfortable hearing, asking, 
and answering the question, “Why?”  Get ready to struggle, 
persevere through it, and learn more about thinking than 
you ever have before!  Get excited about being part of an 

amazing learning community.  You will be learning more than 
just Geometry, you will be practicing thinking skills that you 

will use the rest of your life!  

Special points of interest: 

 You are so lucky to be a 

part of this learning  

community because there 

are 2 geometry teachers!  

We are both here to help 

you be successful this 

year so don’t be shy 

about asking either of us 

for help! 

 The class website has 

notes that are filled-in, 

homework assignments, 

answers and helpful web-

sites.  Don’t miss out! 

 If you need extra help, 

please talk to one of us 

and we can be available 

in the morning or after 

school by appointment. 

 Email us if you need  

anything! 

YOU ARE A CRITICAL MEMBER OF THIS CLASS. 

I expect you to participate in class by: being actively ENGAGED,  

CONNECTING with ALL students in the class, CHALLENGING yourself, 

and INSPIRING those around you.  Geometry can be a struggle, but  

investing hard work will pay off!   This class will feel different from  

Algebra, but will need you to incorporate what you learned last year!  

Mrs. Beaupre & Mrs. Vernier 
beauprm@gpschools.org AND vernieca@gpschools.org 

http://verniergpn.weebly.com 

Learn to persevere when faced 
with a struggle! 



Geometric Relationships & Figures 

Reasoning & Proof 

Transformations 

TRIANGLES 

Congruence 

Similarity 

Measurement 

Polygons 

Coordinate Plane work 

BIG IDEAS that we are going to study: 

Grading Scale 

     98-100%  A+  77-79% C+ 

     93-97%    A           73-76%           C 

     90-92%    A-          70-72%          C- 

     87-89%    B+           67-69%          D+ 

     83-86%    B  63-66% D 

     80-82%    B-  60-62% D- 

                0-59%  E 

Each quarter grade will  

consist of: 

tests: 55% 

quizzes: 35% 

 homework:10% 

  There are no retakes for any 

tests/quizzes and  

students are not allowed to 

take any tests/quizzes home 

with them.  The  

final semester grade  

consists of 40% Quarter 1,  

40% Quarter 2, and 
20% for the exam.  

Make sure you 
know and  

understand the 
behavior matrix! 

This book is not 

available online! 

 


